CITY OF BELGRADE
CITY ADMINISTRATION
SECRETARIAT FOR CULTURE

Announces results for
an open call two-stage international competition for the construction of the memorial to Stefan Nemanja in Savski square in Belgrade

A total of 27 works were handed over to the Secretariat for Culture in the first stage of an open international anonymous two-stage competition for the construction of the memorial to Stefan Nemanja in Savski Square in Belgrade, organized by the City of Belgrade - City Administration of the City of Belgrade.

In accordance with the contest proposals, the jury has chosen six anonymous works to participate in the second stage:

- Work code number 01 – author code number 12345
- Work code number 02 – author code number 50005
- Work code number 05 – author code number 35179
- Work code number 14 – author code number 17125
- Work code number 17 – author code number 02500
- Work code number 20 – author code number 24877

The members of the jury were:

President of Jury:
Nikola Selakovic, Secretary General of the President of the Republic of Serbia

Jury members:
Academician Svetomir Basara, sculptor
Emir Kusturica, director
Academician Vladimir Velickovic, painter
Professor Miodrag Zivkovic, sculptor
Nebojsa Djuranovic, painter
PhD Sima Avramovic, Dean of the Faculty of Law, University of Belgrade
Goran Vescic, City Manager of the City of Belgrade
Milutin Folic, architect, City Architect of Belgrade

We kindly ask the representatives of the authors to contact the Union of Architects of Serbia (tel: 011/3230-059 or by e-mail: sas-dab@eunet.rs) to take over the individual suggestions of the jury members for every chosen work in particular.

Deadline for work submission in the second stage of contest is March 2nd, 2018. Publication of results of the second stage of contest will be on March 15th, 2018.